How to: Utilize Google During the
Coronavirus Outbreak
Building on our Thoughts and Tips from TMASF Connects Staff piece, the How to: series looks to
expand on some of the topics presented previously.
Everyone’s familiar with their primary services like Google Search, Gmail, and their
productivity suite like Docs, Sheets, and Slides. For those in education, Google Classroom and
Google Scholar may be commonplace, helping teachers transition to or maintain an online
school setting in the former and assisting students with researching academic articles, abstracts,
and books in the latter. But have you heard of Grow with Google? It is a resource that allows
you to grow your business and career with free as well as paid trainings, workshops, and
certifications. TMASF Connects staff has compiled some other Google applications and
products that may help you and your family past the time!
Google Arts and Culture
Featuring content from over 2,000 museums and archives, including 360-degree videos, high
definition artworks, and street views of famous sites. The Explore section also features
“experiments” with online puzzles, visual crosswords, coloring books, and quizzes. Arts and
Culture was easily a favorite among TMASF Connects staff.
Google Doodles
Google may not have an extensive section to learn about history as it does arts and culture, but
Google Doodles does offer children and adults alike an opportunity to glimpse and learn more
about international events, holidays, and birthdays. These Doodles were all created and used in
different parts of the world as the logo on Google’s homepage, some of which features
animation and games!
Google Duo
If you’re an Apple/Android user and your friends and family are quite the opposite, this may be
the Google product for you. Google Duo is a free video calling app that works with Apple
products like iPhones and iPads, Android phones and tablets, computers, and smart displays
Think with Google
Think with Google is an informational resource that shares with organizations and
professionals best practices and data trends to take their marketing to the next level.
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